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(a) Derive the continuity equation for an incompressible fluid flow in the form

A!-Au rfu = 0 in carteeian coordrnates' where u'u aodt,, 6Je Ihe carl'esiar

0r' 0g 0z

compooents of the velocitY q'

(b) Show thai \7zr' ' ,' ,zoy,\'"), where 12 : c2 + 92 + 22 and /t is a consta;nt'

represents the velocity field in a possible fluid motion'

Show also that tbis motion is irrotational

(c) Find the velocity potential and the equation of stream lines for the velocity

field gir.'en in (b).

(a) State the following:

i. Milne-Thomson circle theorem'

ii. lhe theorem ol Blasius'

(b) Ler u : (u - i'u)z be the complex potentiel of an u$distributed motion

l If a circular cylioder is placed in the above uniform motio[' find ihe rcsul-

tant complex Potentia'l'

If the pressure ihrusts on the given cylindd are rcpreoellted by a force

(X,Y) and a eouple of moment M s'bout the origin' where actioo of X
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6,nd y are directed aLong the re8'1 ar1d imaginary axis' respectively then

wLer' $ould be ':rpected 
about rh" mo lor of r'hp c) lin'ler?

(a) Let a three dimensional doublet of shrength I be situated at the origin show

that the velocity potential d at a point P(r, 0' d)' in sphedcal polax coordinates'

due to the doublet can be written io the fottrL d: pr-2 cos 0

(b) Three dimensional doublets of strength pl1 p2 a're situated at 
'41 

and '42 
whose

cartesiancoordinatesare(0,0,c1)antl(0'0,c'1)'theiraxesbeingdirectedto-

wards and away from the origi1r respectively Show that the condition 
-for 

no

- .^p, - 
((" \'

transport of fluid across the surface ofsphere x'+1J"+2" : "tt' " ; 
: 

\Al

(a) Suppose that a solid boundary I of a large spherical surface contains fluid in

motiolr and encloses closed rigid suface '5m' m = I'2"lt If fluid is at rest

al infinity, prove Lhai lhe kineric enFrgy ol rhc moving fluid is given bv

r -lp | ,r'av --]1oY. [ ,u: ot' 2'Jv' 2 fi;lrJsn on

where the normal n at each surface element dS being drawn outwards from

the fluid arld the notatiois given above are in usua! meaning

(b) A solid sphere of radius o with center O is moving with uniform velocitY U!

ioanincompressiblefluido{infiniteexient'whichisatresiatinfinity'where

!i is the unit vector along the axis of symmetry Or' Suppose that a velocity

potential at P0,r '4'), 
r > o, is ir1 the form of f(r'd) : r4r-2 coso' which

Satjsflestheaxia,llYsymmetricformolLaplace,sequatiooinsphedcalpolar
l

coordrna{Fs. .how lhat ,4 - ;Ua3

Hence prove that the total kinetic energy of thc sphere and fluid is given by

t- ( * * ! *r'\ u'?. where M and M' are the masses of the sphere and fluid
2\ ',z )
displaced, respectively

!\]rthelmore, obtain the equation of sireamlines
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